Abstract. We show that for every dense G^-set A C TZ there is a Baire 1 Darboux bilaterally quasicontinuous function / : TZ -• TZ such that C(f) = A, where C(/) denotes the set of all continuity points of /. Moreover we prove that for each Gj-set A there is a Baire 2 Darboux function / : TZ -• TZ such that G(/) = A.
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M. Grande We are going to prove that for an arbitrary Gj-set A C TZ it is possible to construct functions / : TZ -• TZ which possess some additional properties and keep the condition C(f) = A. These additional properties are the Darboux property and the Baire 2 class and in the case of a residual G^-set also the Baire 1 class and the bilateral quasicontinuity.
Bilaterally quasicontinuous functions need not have the Darboux property, as well as functions with the Darboux property need not be quasicontinuous (see [5] for constructions of appropriate examples). However the following Remark is true.
Remark 1. Let f : TZ -• TZ be a Baire 1 bilaterally quasicontinuous function. Then f has the Darboux property.
Proof. It suffices to observe, that the bilateral quasicontinuity of a Baire 1 function / implies, that / satisfies the following Young's condition (2) of Theorem 1.1 from the Bruckner's book ( [1] , pp. 8-11): for each x, there exist sequences x n f x and y n \t x such that
n-*oo n-too equivalent to the Darboux property. Proof. For a set A denote by int(A) and respectively cl{A) the interior and the closure of the set A.
We denote by D{f) the set of all discontinuity points of a function / : TZ^TZ.
The set B = TZ \ A € F a and is of the first category. Therefore on the ground of the results from [9] we can write If B n 0 then we set into a sequence (/«,*:)> such that H I n ,m = 0 for k m, all components = (an,k, of the complement TZ\Bn. Then let
Notice, that the function f n is bilaterally quasicontinuous and of the Baire and consequently the function gn(x) is bilaterally quasicontinuous at x and for n ^ n(x) the functions gn are continuous at x. So
n^n(z) is bilaterally quasicontinuous at x as the sum of the continuous at x function ^ gn and the bilaterally quasicontinuous at x function gn(x) (see [3] ).
njtn(x)
By Remark 1 the function / has the Darboux property. This completes the proof. In the proof of the next theorem we will use the following lemmas. The first of them is proved in Oxtoby's book [7] . 
Let <Pn(x)
for X e E n , n= 1,2,... We show, that the function g : I H satisfies required conditions. If a point 
mm(g(u),g(w)),max(g(u),g(w))).
Without loss of the generality we can estabilish, that
.
Because h,2(u) < g(u) < s, therefore z > u. Moreover h\(z) > h%(z) = s and hi is continuous at the point z, so there is a point t € (u, z), such that h\(x) > Ji2(z) = s for x € (t, z). There is an index n for which

En C (t, z) and s 6 [-n, n] = ipn(En) = <p(En).
Consequently,
tp(xi) = <pn(xi) = s for a certain point x\ 6 En C (t, z) C (u, w).
Observe, that ^2(^1) < s < h\(xi). It means, that g(x\) = s and completes the proof of the Darboux property of the function g. , then in one of the intervals I n containing some of the points a or 6 there is a point i, at which g(t) -s. This completes the proof.
